Supernova Relic Neutrino Supernova Relic Neutrino
） Supernova Relic Neutrino(SRN) is diffuse supernova neutrino background from all past supernova.
◎ ◎ Motivation
Motivation SRN Measurement will enable us to investigate the history of past Supernova. For example, the flux of SRN would show the star formation rate and supernova rate in galaxies. The main interaction for SRN search in the SK detector is the charged current quasi-elastic interaction of inverse decay.
The main interaction for SRN search in the SK detector is charged current quasielastic interaction (inverse β decay). 
Solar neutrino cut Solar neutrino cut
Reject solar neutrino using direction information.
Improved!!

7% inefficiency
Improved!! Gamma Gamma--ray cut ray cut
Reject gamma-ray originate from out of fiducial volume.
Standard
Standard spallation spallation cut cut Reject spallation using dt, dl information of preceding muons.
Tight
Tight spallation spallation cut cut
Total 36% inefficiency (standard & tight spallation cut)
Improved!! Reject spallation by tight dt cut. 
Old Old spallation spallation cut cut
Old spallation cut uses likelihood method.
Optimized for solar neutrino analysis.
likelihood (spalike spalike) ) dt: time difference from preceding muons. dl: distance from preceding muon track. resQ: muon measured pulse height minus pulse height expected from track length.
dt>0.15sec cut is also applied. Basically all the spallation BG is removed. Effwall cut (gamma Effwall cut (gamma --ray cut) ray cut)
Total inefficiency 36% Total inefficiency 36%
Some γ ray events originating from outside of fiducial volume have possibility of being reconstructed within fiducial volume of SK. In order to remove these events, we applied effwall cut which uses travel distance from tank wall. 
Inefficiency for signal
PICACHU cut PICACHU cut
• One of most famous and beloved game character in Japan.
• analysis.
Future works Future works
• Other improvement
• Combine SK-I (1496days), SK-II (791days) and SK-III (425days) data.
• Long term future, we are planning to reduce BGs by neutron tagging.
GADZOOKS! GADZOOKS!
Gadzooks! Gadzooks!
• νe signal can be separated from BG by neutron tagging.
• Load Gd into SK water to detect gamma by neutron capture. Assuming 67% detection efficiency.
Assuming invisible muon B.G. can be reduced by a factor of 5 by neutron tagging.
• Test tank for feasibility study is now being constructed!! • Test tank for feasibility study is now being constructed!!
Conclusion Conclusion
• Supernova relic neutrino search analysis is improved. Efficiency become better after cut improvement.
• Result will be obtained soon.
• Gadzooks! related study is ongoing…
The End The End Number of remaining spallation is estimated from quality of rejected spallation events.
